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This book is about my son's journey with type I diabetes and my very own journey with
aggressive breast cancer. It is about how I linked type I diabetes with epilepsy and how this
helped me link cancer with epilepsy aswell. It is also about using my modified ketogenic diet for
my son who is a sort I diabetic, and him being able to eat without requiring any insulin and
without performing any calorie restrictions. Then i used my very own version of the diet to make
my breast malignancy tumor disappear in about fourteen days. I modified the original ketogenic
diet used at Johns Hopkins Medical Center to take care of epilepsy." ~Hippocrates "Let meals be
thy medicine and medicine be thy food. This is my diet plan of wish -along with the research that
comes from my center- that I am sharing with you.
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This is a great book. I use it as a guide on ... This is an excellent book.!! It's fairly hard to plan
meals without sugar, specifically HFCS, or carbohydrates, but it can be performed, and this book
is very helpful. i have visited many websites looking for specific amounts plus they all bark back
again grams. The idea made so much feeling if you ask me I wanted to get a hard copy for myself
to reference. When a person is ill and dying of tumor, keeping them hostage to pay for drugs
that don't even function that well, is very inhumane. There is a Television show about Greed. Boy
perform I ever have a nomination for them!I've always believed in alternative and
complimentary medicine. It really is relatively cheap, can't be created by guy, and can't be
patented. Consequently, no president of any medication company can make seven or eight body
salaries for what our good Lord gave us to make use of sensibly free of charge. We have to make
use of our brains to figure it out and study from what has gone before. sent me more websites
where i could inquire. There are too many millions of people whose jobs depend on unwell
people, especially cancers victims. It is a really expensive reserve for what little info is
offered.There is something that you can do aside from the main 3 standard of care treatments -
surgery, chemo and radiation. Although this tumor treatment is excellent it's not for everyone.
Unfortunately my moms cancers got worse instead of better. Hers had not been a sugar cancers
but rather a protein cancers HR2 possitive. And although I firmly believe this diet did a great
work planning her body for the chemo she did end up receiving since her body was strong
enough to take care of the strongest chemo because of this kind of cancer. I'm very grateful
because of this book but I would recommend you research your cancers carefully before trying
this. This treatment is definitely for cancer patients with glucose causing cancers. There is so
much to attempt to grasp and when you possess a death sentence on your own head, you do not
have considerable time for analysis and trying to figure out grams carb quantities. This book
broadened my understanding of ketosis and it's varying applications for healing. I was first
exposed to this publication because my Mother had the Kindle edition and browse it aloud if you
ask me on a long street trip. We pay a large amount monthly for an extremely good insurance
plan which includes a drug plan, but the drug plan also considers the expense of cancer
medicines outrageous and won't help us out much. Another is planning on starting the diet soon.
Three Stars Nice innovation and analysis -- Ketogenic works. I've since exceeded the book to
people I understand who were battling tumor. Great book with lots of info my only wish is that
she had been more particular in her quantities. I do recommend everyone to try out this to end
up being healthier or even to prepare for chemo Easy read I had heard of ketogenic diets during
the past, but they were often referenced for weight loss. Although we supposedly have a good
oncologist, he and his personnel are totally influenced by various items from big pharma which
will bankrupt us to cover. i must be an old redneck... i just wish to know how many almonds or
olives. besides that minor discomfort, i'm very grateful for her mountain of analysis and positive
response to inquiry. i joined her facebook group and she immed. Cancer won't be cured. This
book could save my entire life and that is saying alot. because of our great health care system
We was originally, introduced to this book in June of this season, by my doctor. In those days my
diabetes was uncontrollable and I weighed 245 pounds. I likewise have cancer.! This is the
second phase of diet according to my doctor.Important thing: Most of the information in this
book is certainly easily available elsewhere, without needing to spend anywhere near this much
money. It seems as if English (or at least American English) is not the author's first language, so
some of the errors may be due to that. There is also a large amount of "white space," utilized to
make the book appear longer than it really is. Also, there are millions of people used in making
products that truly cause cancer. You need to be aware there are many better books available at



lower cost. This is an alternative solution way to get your health back This book explains how a
very low carb diet (ketogenic) will help you get your wellbeing back and fight cancer or diabetes.
The dishes are ordinary and not especially appealing. Too expensive and not worth the price The
information in this book is OK but is poorly written, very repetitive, and has spelling faults and
poor grammar. IT WORKS!!!! At the moment, I now weigh 205 pounds, my bloodstream sugars
are normal, but wont know know about the cancers until next year, due to our great healthcare
system. Four Stars Good book Three Stars Quite a few typos and disjointed thiughts, but
informative non-etheless. I use it as a guide on how best to feed my husband who has tumor. His
oncologist doesn't care one way or the other if the patient can be on a ketogenic diet or not
really, but I certainly do, and the dietary plan is good for the whole family. She began the Cantin
Ketogenic Diet plan and her tumor shrank.! My wife was diagnosed with Acenic Cell Carcinoma.!
She had her surgery as planned, but we believe that if we had delayed the surgery another week,
the tumor would have disappeared altogether.Nevertheless, having said that, if you are not used
to ketogenic diets and the research behind them, this book could be helpful. There's more to
learn to grab yourself healthy, but that is a great place to start. Friend The Cantin Ketogenic Diet
plan on Facebook to learn more. Cancer diet My mother tried the dietary plan 3 months after
being identified as having stage 4 reccurent breasts cancer and trying in order to avoid chemo.
Keep yourself well-informed and take your wellbeing back. One of them started the dietary plan
and has found an enormous improvement in her amounts. Five Stars informational..worked Five
Stars Great information Three Stars useful info but poorly written. I have lost almost 60 pounds
and I have under no circumstances felt better. I would suggest this book to anyone, who's
interested in great health and feeling well again. I have lost almost 60 pounds and I've never felt
better. Four Stars It has been a trenendous help for me personally.!
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